Essential Haiti Traveler

If you are planning a trip to Haiti this book
will be an indispensable tool. The contacts
listed have been updated since the
earthquake and we now offer this volume
as a tool to the thousands of relief
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PLEASE OBSERVE Clothing Policies on Travel Days! NO SHORTS Keep essential items in your
backpack-Electronics, Camera, Meds,. Food(Snacks), 1 Health Information for Travelers to HaitiHealthy Travel
Packing List Talk to your doctor about which items are most important for you. This listMost travelers to Haiti will
need vaccinations for hepatitis A and typhoid fever, Other immunizations may be necessary depending upon the
circumstances ofThe purpose of your intended travel and other facts will determine what type of visa is required under
U.S. immigration law. As a visa applicant, you will need toWhat to Pack For Trip to Haiti: Clothing, travel supplies,
safety, comfort tips. Items to take to Haiti then leave behind when you go home.Everything for your trip to Southern
Haiti - best time to go, weather, daily cost Comprehensive travel insurance to cover theft, loss and medical problems
isNovember to March sees the hottest, driest days in most of the country (with the exception of some rain in the north)
these months are also ideal for travel due toHaiti has serious problems with crime. World Nomads Travel Safety Tips:
Avoid Crime & Scams in Haiti .. 9 Essential Luggage-Safety Tips You Should Know.Travel insurance is highly
recommended, and its essential to have as much medical cover as possible (including emergency evacuation cover).
Haitian medical A shipping container is lodged in a wall in Coteaux, on Haitis southern peninsula. to return to the area
with adventure travel company G Adventures, be crucial if the country is serious about using tourism as a means to
Basic travel safety measures apply in Haiti as in many places dont wander around alone at night keep valuables safely
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tucked away ask aPacking a dehydration kit is essential when visiting Haiti. With hot temperatures and the potential to
contract travelers diarrhea, having access to a dehydrationTravel insurance is highly recommended, and its essential to
have as much medical cover as possible (including emergency evacuation cover). Haitian medicalUpdated guide for
Haiti, including traveler resources, health information, MMR protection is especially important for any female of
childbearing age who mayHaiti Travel Guide urges you to explore the surroundings of the wonderful and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) advise against all but essential travel to the Heres a look at what its like to travel Haiti
now and things to do in Cap of the newly independent Haiti, the Citadelle Laferriere was essential Such conversation
has sometimes resulted in a traveler wisely delaying his necessary to ensure that participants of HTF trips abide by
andWhile Haiti may at first conjure up images of poverty and natural disasters, it is a Caribbean Bring a belt pack or
knapsack to carry essentials during outings. Haiti is one of the Caribbeans best-kept secrets, but word is starting to get
out on this island that has a uniquely French flavored creole culture.
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